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Newsletter

I hope our latest newsletter edition finds you in good spirits and looking forward to an Autumn filled with art
fairs to inspire us all into the dark winter months. A change in format for this newsletter, since our last
edition much has happened, thus much to gas about.

First off, thank you to all that have exhibited and visited our exhibitions and events since our beginning.
Every artist is part of the story and shapes us into the future. 2014 - August saw us in London’s famous
Camden Town delivering a number of exhibitions and events starting us of with Postcards From The
Edge, 40 international artists took part in a exciting presentation reflecting from their own particular edge
from Europe, Across The UK, The USA, Africa and Central America. A big thankyou to all artists involved.
We loved every addition to this exciting exhibition

Earth Wind and Fire brought in a new collection of Photography, Paintings and Sculpture from the UK and
France, Including two of our own represented creatives - Elizabeth James and Cecile Délikouras, in
addition to Priya Barot, Victoria Hall and Ant Pearce

Creative Artist Spotlight/ Henna Pad is designed to showcase crafts that can be seen to be made as
opposed to witnessing the finished skill. Artist Spotlight brings in a range of hand selected craftsmakers
working within a range of mediums giving the opportunity to work on something new but also to present
their skill for the day to new audiences.
We had a fantastic time sharing our space for the day with the wonderful Avi-B Henna. Trained by award
winning Henna studio and Guru, Pavan Henna, Avi-B adorned our space with a bespoke design on the
window, Avi-B also made off like a bandit, earning some great commissions on the day and into the
following weeks and selling some of her stunning giftware collection with her original hand illustrated
designs.
We are looking very forward to her next visit soon! xx

Artist in Residence
Starting us off on our new feature, Australian Abstract Artist Nara Walker joined us for a stopover and
became our Artist in Residence, and we are greatly delighted and honored to have been the setting of
Nara’s first exhibition in the UK. Nara’s work and personality exemplified what we are about. Progressive,
Expressive, and Organic. Her abstract figurative and theatrical style brought out more than either of us saw
coming, subconsciously creating a piece that mirrored her studio window. Nara’s stay proved exceptionally
popular - with her studio being a coven of wonderment for visitors to engage and talk to the artist about her
practice.

Partnerships
We are in discussions with London FE College for Employability and Skills, Lambeth College, on building a
partnership to deliver training and work based development for its learners. Helping to motivate and
illustrate the diverse range of avenues within the arts for the next generation of Artists, Designers,
Technicians, Curators, Bloggers, and Marketeers, With the potentiality to do some great things in to the
future. Further bringing our brand and artists to a continuously wider network. We took a visit to the college
on September 10th to connect with the students and careers team, having been involved in much of the
planning at the college of its Arts department before its opening to the public its great to see the changes
happening only 6 few years later. love whats going on at the college!

Art Market
Like many things we must bow down and succumb to nature. Our foray into building an art market
displayed the potential for a non-starter, with an undecided British Summer sun-rain-sun-rain helping many
of the locals and visitors braving the impetuous weather only much later in the day. That said we witnessed
some great works by a collective of artists and craftsmakers from Hampshire, London and Yorkshire,
Thanks to all that took part!!

http://www.lambethcollege.ac.uk
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A New Home
Watch this space! Details to follow

Exhibitions Dairy 2014- 2015
All exhibitions listed are open for submissions.
Submission policy:
Any media/ medium + Artist CV/ Bio + 4-5 images + Participation Fee £75 unless stated
(please, do not clog up our inbox with 20 or 30 images per submission. 1mb maximum per image!)
Participation fee varies, however there is no commission on sold work, sales by credit/ debit card managed
by us incur 3% to cover banking charges.
We reserve the right to reschedule exhibitions to allow for more artists to participate, but we will always
inform you beforehand.

New Faces
To celebrate our opening at our home, Artists are invited to take part in a group show - to be the launch and
face of an annual exhibition, with 2 digital screens we can accommodate film/ animation work too, or digital
works from artists based globally, There is no theme - but all work must have been made after 2012.

Art goes pop
Pop Art at its best!
Sugar coated illusionary, dreamscape visionary tales charting contemporary 21st century

#NSFW
(Not Safe For Work) is a risque exhibition exploring visions of contemporary media and culture, we are
hoping for the exhibition to be an age restricted entry 18+ with visual discussions of Politics, Science,
Religion, Culture, Sex and Relationships. Expect some nudity, obscure symbolism and a few F bombs!

Sunshine
Teasing the sunshine to come out earlier than usual, Sunshine celebrates all that is above 70°F, joyous and
slow.
Your love of Sunshine brings unique perspectives of hazy days, holidays, ice cream and Pollination,
Tropical destinations of our annual migration in Cities, Forests, Beaches and Deserts adored and loved
from California to Spain to Africa to Australia.

Urban Voices
Modern perspectives of our lives in the city as residents or visitors, Artists investigating people, buildings
and the environment

Time
Time Wasted, Time well spent, a constantly moving goalpost and journey.
From the movements of a watch to the annual changes of our environment - both natural and man made. A
transient exploration of the past, present and future

Blue
The most conflicting of colours inspires many things within us. Calm waters and clear skies, Youth and
inspired vision. Happiness, escape - and yet great sadness and loss.

Postcards From The Another Edge
The same format as before, Art on a 5x7 inch frame. Posted through the mailbox. No envelopes. Pushing
for more postcards from more edges for August 2015 No age restrictions or artistic level. Be prepared to
share a wallspace with 13 year old artists in the making, Seasoned established Turner prize winning artists
and those that’s somewhere in between.
We would live to see artists pushing the boundary, with Mixed Media, Digital, Collaborations, Origami, 3D,
Needlework, Recycled Materials, or pressed Gold greatly accepted. 2013 saw collaborations between
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artists 2000 miles apart, and a audio postcard.!
Exceptions to the rule: Knitted, Embroidered Postcards, Glass, Plastic, Gold Leaf or any surface which a
stamp wont affix onto may be in an envelope.
Participation fee covers the purchase of a picture frame. This Exhibition is non sales based. Please note
submitted artworks cannot be returned due to the method of postage. Our intention is also to build the
collection to 250 before a showcase of all submitted postcards displayed together.
Participation fee £10
If you know of an artist - or indeed an artist still in training, do let them be aware of us.!

Gold
The most precious of all metals, sunsets, eggs and fleeces, a colour that turns anything to an object of
desire, lust, religion and power.

Defrosted
Joining in with the art fairs of October, Taking things Bigger than Postcards from the Edge, Global Art
Collective features the works of artists. We are looking for artists to represent their city with outstanding
work!
Selection criteria: 1 artist - 1 piece of artwork max dimension 70x 50 inches (177 x 127cm)
Sales based exhibition
Alternative submission policy. Selected artists may exhibit and donate a second artwork in lieu of
payment.

Dance la Muerte
Halloween special
October 30 - 5 November

Amber and Rain
Welcoming the darker months with a smile and embrace. Celebrating the best bits of Autumn and Winter
from the leaves turning gold and red, fireworks, Autumnal rainstorms, Diwali, and open fires.

Christmas Art Fair
Consigned to Christmas, We are inviting artists and craftmakers to participate in our Art Fair.
Affordable products under £50, designed or made by the artists from T-Shirts to Pottery, Paintings and
Photography.
Date: December 4-6th 2015

Black and Silver
A continuation of Amber and Rain, Winter brings its own measure of delight, Silver is the colour of the sky,
and the glisten of rain and snow. Waves battering the coastline, and the Special ingredient of mirrors that
lead to other worlds.
Black is the creepy dancing silhouettes of wintery trees, long shadows, everything classic and exclusive
and nights that seem only to release its grip for days of silver skies.

Unless otherwise stated exhibitions have a participation fee of £75, this covers all reasonable costs of
marketing and staffing.
If you wish to know more why our charging policy applies let us know and we will forward you our
statement.

Art We Love!
Contemporary, Lowbrow, Pop Art, Surrealism, Pop Surrealism, Painting, Abstract,
Representational, Iconography, Photographic, Expressionist, Futurist, Digital, Sculpture, Glass,
Figurative, Graphic, Hyper-Realism, Outsider, Transcendental, Conceptual, Minimalist, Craft
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*You have been sent this newsletter because you may have exhibited, visited or worked with us in the past, If
you wish to be removed from our mailing list, its not a problem, please let us know.
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